A SREELEKHA 36 HRS HACKATHON BVRIT,HYD 24-1-2020 to 25-1-2020
B RISHIKA 36 HRS HACKATHON BVRIT,HYD 24-1-2020 to 25-1-2020
M SHIVANI GOUD ANDROID APP DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP BITS PILANI, HYD 25-1-2020 to 26-1-2020
M ROHIT ADVANCE ETHICAL HACKING WORKSHOP BITS PILANI, HYD 27-01-2020
M ROHIT SECURITY FUNDAMENTALS BY MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY BHARATHI VIDYAPEETHS COLLEGE OF ENGG 27-01-2020
G SREEJA 1ST PRIZE IN TABLE TENNIS DOUBLES MALLA REDDY ENGG., COLLAGE 31-01-2020 to 1-2-2020
M ROHIT 36 HRS HACKATHON & ENERGY CONSERVATION AND RECENT TRENDS VIJT, HYD 31-01-2020 to 1-2-2020
K SOWMYA IOT WORKSHOP IIIT, HYD 8-2-2020 to 9-2-2020
Y LIXITHA IOT WORKSHOP IIIT, HYD 8-2-2020 to 9-2-2020
A SATHVIKA IOT WORKSHOP IIIT, HYD 8-2-2020 to 9-2-2020
N PRASANNA IOT WORKSHOP IIIT, HYD 8-2-2020 to 9-2-2020
G DURGA TEJASWI IOT WORKSHOP IIIT, HYD 8-2-2020 to 9-2-2020
V CHINMAYEE IOT WORKSHOP IIIT, HYD 8-2-2020 to 9-2-2020
SRICHANDANA IOT WORKSHOP IIIT, HYD 8-2-2020 to 9-2-2020
M SAJKUMAR REDDY 100m RUN BITS PILANI, HYD(ARENA-2019) 2019
M SANDEEP ML USING PYTHON EUDUANCE 25-11-2019 to 10-12-2019
A ASHINAV SRINIVAS ML USING PYTHON EUDUANCE 25-11-2019 to 10-12-2019
D MANOJI KUMAR ML USING PYTHON EUDUANCE 25-11-2019 to 10-12-2019
M ROHIT EMBEDDED SYSTEMS AND IOT TRAINING EUDUANCE 10-12-2019
M ROHIT RUNNER UP IN INTERNAL HACKATHON HYD 21-12-2019
NEHA K CHALLENGE FOR A CHANGE IUCEE ANNUAL STUDENT FORUM 2020, AGI 4-1-2020 to 7-1-2020
P VARSHA REDDY CHALLENGE FOR A CHANGE IUCEE ANNUAL STUDENT FORUM 2020, AGI 4-1-2020 to 7-1-2020
D V N KAMESHWARI POSTER ON COCO KASAYA ICTIEEE-2020, AGI 5-1-2020 to 8-1-2020
SK. KARISHMA POSTER ON COCO KASAYA ICTIEEE-2020, AGI 5-1-2020 to 8-1-2020
G SREEJA TABLE TENNIS SINGLE AGI 6-1-2020 to 10-1-2020
P VARSHA REDDY HACKATHON 2020 HYD CITY POLICE, HYD 18-1-2020 to 19-1-2020
P HEMA ALEKYA HACKATHON 2020 HYD CITY POLICE, HYD 18-1-2020 to 19-1-2020
V SAI PRANEETH HACKATHON 2020 HYD CITY POLICE, HYD 18-1-2020 to 19-1-2020
P. V. SAI KRITHIK HACKATHON 2020 HYD CITY POLICE, HYD 18-1-2020 to 19-1-2020
D TARUN DEEP HACKATHON 2020 HYD CITY POLICE, HYD 18-1-2020 to 19-1-2020
P SHIVANI HACKATHON 2020 HYD CITY POLICE, HYD 18-1-2020 to 19-1-2020
P PRADHYUMNA HACKATHON 2020 HYD CITY POLICE, HYD 18-1-2020 to 19-1-2020
D PRERANA HACKATHON 2020 HYD CITY POLICE, HYD 18-1-2020 to 19-1-2020
G SREEJA 2ND PRIZE IN TABLE TENNIS DOUBLES VNRVJICT, HYD 24-01-2020
G AKHILA 36 HRS HACKATHON BVRIT,HYD 24-0-2020 to 25-1-2020
P DIVYA 36 HRS HACKATHON BVRIT,HYD 24-0-2020 to 25-1-2020
NIYARRA T INTERNSHIP ON SMART PARKING SYSTEM TALENITO,VIJT ONE MONTH, 2019
SIMRA TABASSUM INTERNSHIP ON SMART PARKING SYSTEM TALENITO,VIJT ONE MONTH, 2019
A ASHA REDDY INTERNSHIP ON SMART PARKING SYSTEM TALENITO,VIJT ONE MONTH, 2019
B PRUTHVI TEJ GOU D INTERNSHIP ON SMART PARKING SYSTEM TALENITO,VIJT ONE MONTH, 2019
ANAND KUMAR DIXIT INTERNSHIP ON SMART BIN USING WEB APPLICATION TALENITO,VIJT ONE MONTH, 2019
P PRADHYUMNA INTERNSHIP ON SMART BIN USING WEB APPLICATION TALENITO,VIJT ONE MONTH, 2019
G TEJASWI INTERNSHIP ON PLANT WATERING SYSTEM USING WEB APPLICATION TALENITO,VIJT ONE MONTH, 2019
SHAIA KARISHMA INTERNSHIP ON PLANT WATERING SYSTEM USING WEB APPLICATION TALENITO,VIJT ONE MONTH, 2019
C SAI ALEKYA INTERNSHIP ON PLANT WATERING SYSTEM USING WEB APPLICATION TALENITO,VIJT ONE MONTH, 2019
K SAKSHI INTERNSHIP ON PLANT WATERING SYSTEM USING WEB APPLICATION TALENITO,VIJT ONE MONTH, 2019
N.SAI KUMAR REDDY 3RD IN 200m RUN BITS PILANI, HYD ARENA-2019
N.SAI KUMAR REDDY 2ND IN 100m RUN BITS PILANI, HYD ARENA-2019
K. NEHA AUGMENTED REALITY WORKSHOP CBIT, HYD 25-10-2019 & 26-10-2019
N.SAKETH AUGMENTED REALITY WORKSHOP CBIT, HYD 25-10-2019 & 26-10-2019
SK. KARISHMA ANALOG INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DESIGN IEEE CHAPTER, AGI 22-11-2019 to 23-11-2019
Y PAVANI INTERNSHIP ON EMBEDDED SYSTEMS AND IOT EUDUANCE 25-11-2019 to 10-12-2019
M SHIVANI GOUD INTERNSHIP ON EMBEDDED SYSTEMS AND IOT EUDUANCE 25-11-2019 to 10-12-2019
A SREE LEKHA AIRTEL HYDERABAD MARATHON HYDERABAD 24-08-2019 to 25-08-2
GH ANIVESH AIRTEL HYDERABAD MARATHON HYDERABAD 24-08-2019 to 25-08-2019
G SAI SCILAB TRAINING ONLINE MHRI, IIT BOMBAY 04-09-2019
N SINDHU SCILAB TRAINING ONLINE MHRI, IIT BOMBAY 04-09-2019
N BHANU ARDUINO TRAINING ONLINE MHRI, IIT BOMBAY 04-09-2019
G RISHTHA ARDUINO TRAINING ONLINE MHRI, IIT BOMBAY 04-09-2019
N SINDHU ARDUINO TRAINING ONLINE MHRI, IIT BOMBAY 04-09-2019
G SAI ARDUINO TRAINING ONLINE MHRI, IIT BOMBAY 04-09-2019
Md. NISSAR SAMEER ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE WORKSHOP KYRION TECHNOLOGIES PVT.LTD, IIT HYD 7-9-2019 to 8-9-2019
M T ADARSH RAGHAVAN IoT WORKSHOP KYRION TECHNOLOGIES PVT.LTD at IIT, HYD 7-9-2019 to 8-9-2019
P MEGHANA IoT WORKSHOP KYRION TECHNOLOGIES PVT.LTD at IIT, HYD 7-9-2019 to 8-9-2019
Name | Event | Company Name | Date
--- | --- | --- | ---
P. VENKATA SAI KRITHIK | IoT WORKSHOP | KYRION TECHNOLOGIES PVT.LTD at IIIT, HYD | 7-9-2019 to 8-9-2019
C. SHREYA SREE | REGIONAL STUDENT FORUM IN SPEED | VIIT | 29-9-2019 to 1-10-2019
V SAI PRANEETH | REGIONAL STUDENT FORUM IN SPEED | VIIT | 29-9-2019 to 1-10-2019
P SHIVANI | INTERNSHIP ON #&火 FIRE ALERTING SYSTEM| TALENTIO,VIIT | ONE MONTH, 2019
P RAMYA SREE SAI | INTERNSHIP ON #&火 FIRE ALERTING SYSTEM| TALENTIO,VIIT | ONE MONTH, 2019
K SAI CHAITANYA REDDY | INTERNSHIP ON #&火 FIRE ALERTING SYSTEM| TALENTIO,VIIT | ONE MONTH, 2019
CH HARIKA | INTERNSHIP ON #&火 SMART PARKING SYSTEM| TALENTIO,VIIT | ONE MONTH, 2019
NEHA K | CONSOLATION PRIZE IN ELOCUTION | VIIT | NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY
NEHA K | 2ND PRIZE INPAPER PRESENTATION | VIIT | NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY
C. SHREYA SREE | REGIONAL STUDENT FORUM IN SPEED | VJIT | 29-9-2019 to 1-10-2019
V SAI PRANEETH | REGIONAL STUDENT FORUM IN SPEED | VJIT | 29-9-2019 to 1-10-2019
P SHIVANI | INTERNSHIP ON #&火 FIRE ALERTING SYSTEM | TALENTIO,VIIT | ONE MONTH, 2019
P RAMYA SREE SAI | INTERNSHIP ON #&火 FIRE ALERTING SYSTEM | TALENTIO,VIIT | ONE MONTH, 2019
K SAI CHAITANYA REDDY | INTERNSHIP ON #&火 FIRE ALERTING SYSTEM | TALENTIO,VIIT | ONE MONTH, 2019
CH HARIKA | INTERNSHIP ON #&火 SMART PARKING SYSTEM | TALENTIO,VIIT | ONE MONTH, 2019
NEHA K | CONSOLATION PRIZE IN ELOCUTION | VIIT | NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY
NEHA K | 2ND PRIZE INPAPER PRESENTATION | VIIT | NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY
K SAI CHAITANYA REDDY | AIRTEL HYDERABAD MARATHON | HYDERABAD | 24-08-2019 to 25-08-2019
R RAHUL | CULTIGATE (PLANTING TREES) | VIVEKA VARDHINI SCHOOL, HYD | 05-08-2019
R BHARGAVI | CULTIGATE (PLANTING TREES) | VIVEKA VARDHINI SCHOOL, HYD | 05-08-2019
NIHARIKA SEELAM | CULTIGATE (PLANTING TREES) | VIVEKA VARDHINI SCHOOL | 05-08-2019
PARASHARAM | SPIE OPTICS+PHOTONICS | SAN DIEGO, USA | 10 /8/2019 to 15/8/2019
K SAI CHAITANYA REDDY | AIRTEL HYDERABAD MARATHON | HYDERABAD | 24-08-2019 to 25-08-2019
RRISHIKA BOBILI | AIRTEL HYDERABAD MARATHON | HYDERABAD | 24-08-2019 to 25-08-2019
MD. ASIF | PROGRAMMING WITH PYTHON | INTERNSHALA TRAININGS | 15/6/2019 to 27/7/2019
K PUSHPA RAMYA | INTERNSHIP #&火ARDUINO BASED ENGINE LOCKING SYSTEM FOR DRUNKEN DRIVERS | ECIL, HYD | 12/6/2019 to 11/7/2019
CH ANVESHI | PROGRAMMING IN C | CISCO NETWORKING ACADEMY, VIIT | 15-02-2019
M SANDEEP | PROGRAMMING IN C | CISCO NETWORKING ACADEMY, VIIT | 15-02-2019
M ROHIT | PROGRAMMING IN C | CISCO NETWORKING ACADEMY, VIIT | 15-02-2019
NIHARIKA SEELAM | NETWORKING ESSENTIALS | CISCO NETWORKING ACADEMY, VIIT | 15-02-2019
B R BHARGAVI | PARTICIPATION IN INTER COLLEGE SPORTS MEET | GRIET (KHELOTSAV-2019) | 27/02/2019 to 28/02/2019
B RAVALKSHA | PARTICIPATION IN INTER COLLEGE SPORTS MEET | GRIET (KHELOTSAV-2019) | 27/02/2019 to 28/02/2019
A AJAY KUMAR | 1ST PRIZE IN PHYSICS IN MOVIES XENIUM (UDHBHAV 2019) | VIIT | 01/04/2019 to 02/04/2019
C SHREYA SREE | PARTICIPATED IN XENIUM (UDHBHAV 2019) | VIIT | 01/04/2019 to 02/04/2019
B RAVALKSHA | PARTICIPATED IN XENIUM | UDHBHAVSE™19 | 01/04/2019 to 02/04/2019
SAI DIVYA | PARTICIPATED IN XENIUM | UDHBHAVSE™19 | 01/04/2019 to 02/04/2019
B RAVALKSHA | 2ND PRIZE IN KHO-KHO GAME | VIIT (CRESCEndo-19) | 04-04-2019
B RAVALKSHA | 1ST PRIZE IN KHO-KHO GAME | VIIT (PHOENIX-19) | 02/04/2019 to 03/04/2019
NIHARIKA | AS A DELIGATE, YOUTH SPEAK FORUM 2018, | BITS PILANI, HYD | 30-09-2018
M ROHIT | HACKATHON (NASA SPACE APP) | HYD | 20-10-2018 to 21-10-2018
V SAI PRANEETH | PARTICIPATED IN 6TH INDIAN STUDENT FORUM | MLR INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY | 4-1-2019 to 6-1-2019
A AJAY KUMAR | HAND BALL (#A NATIONAL INTER COLLEGIATE SPORTS TOURNAMENT) | GITAM UNIVERSITY | 9-1-2019 to 11-1-2019
A ABHINAVA SRINIVAS | RENEWABLE HACK | JHUB, JNTUH | 10-1-2019 to 16-1-2019
A PAVAN KALYAN REDDY | RENEWABLE HACK | JHUB, JNTUH | 10-1-2019 to 16-1-2019
NEHA K | NETWORKING ESSENTIALS | CISCO NETWORKING ACADEMY, VIIT | 28-01-2019
M ROHIT | NETWORKING ESSENTIALS | CISCO NETWORKING ACADEMY, VIIT | 28-01-2019
NEHA K | PARTICIPATED IN 36 HRS HACKATHON | VIIT | 2-2-2019 to 3-2-2019
V SAI PRANEETH | PARTICIPATED IN HACKIN-CITY | INFOTSAV-19, IITM GWALIOR | 8-2-2019 to 9-2-2019
T AKHILA | PROGRAMMING IN C | CISCO NETWORKING ACADEMY, VIIT | 15-02-2019
NIHARIKA SEELAM | PROGRAMMING IN C | CISCO NETWORKING ACADEMY, VIIT | 15-02-2019
M PUNITH REDDY | PROJECT MODEL PRESENTATION IN NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY | VIIT | 2018
C SHREYA SREE | CERTIFICATE OF MERIT, SPEED | VIIT | 2018
SREEJA | TORENEDE PROJECT MODEL PRESENTATION ON NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY | VIIT | 2018
M V IN KUMAR | #&火ADE™ GRADE IN #&火 C&C++ | GIT(A national IT training organization) | APR, 2018 to JUN, 2018
K SAI | PARTICIPATION IN TORENEDE | VIIT | NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY, 2018
R BHARGAVI | PARTICIPATION IN TORENEDE | VIIT | NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY, 2018
TRIVENI REDDY | Co-ordinator for XENIUM | UDHBHAVSE™19 | 01/04/2019 to 02/04/2019
M SAI KUMAR REDDY | RUN 4 CAUSE | STREET CAUSE | 01-04-2018
P SAI SRINATH | VOCATIONAL TRAINING ON #&火 RADIO PLANNING#&火 | AIRTEL, HYD | 6/6/2018 to 29/6/2018
K NEHA | ELOCUTION | VIIT, HYD | NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY, 2019
K NEHA | PAPER PRESENTATION | VIIT, HYD | NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY, 2019
K PRASHANTH | PARTICIPATED IN DANCE | INTER COLLEGE YOUTH FESTIVAL, ANURAG GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS | 24-09-2018